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TopQuadrant Announces Continued Customer Growth and Successful Completion of its Corporate Relocation

RALEIGH, NC – May 24, 2013 - TopQuadrant™, a leading semantic data integration company, today announced it is experiencing continued customer growth and has successfully completed its relocation to Raleigh, North Carolina. Enterprises use TopQuadrant solutions to transform diverse data sources into connectable, responsive and interoperable semantic assets.

To date in 2013, TopQuadrant secured multiple new customers increasing solution sales by 40 percent over the same period in 2012. To support this growth, the company recently hired six new employees.

“With the growth in the volume and variety of data - enterprises are rethinking how data is governed, shared and integrated. Business decision makers are turning to TopQuadrant to dynamically bring together and deliver combined, meaningful data from many different sources, formats and locations. As a result, we’re experiencing substantial sales growth in both Europe and the U.S., especially in the digital content management, life sciences and oil/gas verticals. During the third quarter of this year, we’ll focus heavily on new product innovation,” stated Irene Polikoff, CEO of TopQuadrant.

TopQuadrant also successfully completed the relocation of its headquarters from Mountain View, California to Raleigh, North Carolina. Its new offices are part of Centennial Campus, North Carolina State University, which houses more than 60 companies, government agencies and non-profits, along with 75 NC State research and academic units.

The company will be participating in the following industry events:

TopQuadrant is a gold sponsor at Semantic Days, which takes place May 28-30, 2013, in Stavanger, Norway, a center of the Norwegian oil and gas industry. With its ReportingHub solution (a flexible knowledgebase for receiving, validating, storing, analyzing, and transmitting reports) for the Exploration & Production Information Management Association (EPIM), TopQuadrant established its position as the leading provider of semantic technology-based solutions to exploration and production operators.

The company is also a silver sponsor at Semantic Technology and Business conference, which runs June 2-5, 2012 in San Francisco. Ralph Hodgson, Co-founder and Chief Technology Officer, is slated to speak on June 5 in a session titled “A Case Study of a Deployed Reporting Hub for the Norwegian Oil and Gas Industry.” TopQuadrant’s additional presentations at the event will focus on enhancing enterprise search using semantic technologies and enabling data integration and discovery using the semantic web.

About TopQuadrant
Founded in 2001, TopQuadrant’s standards-based solutions enable a semantic ecosystem among people, applications and data - lowering the cost of ownership and enabling intelligent, data-driven action. Its TopBraid Enterprise Vocabulary Net™ is a web-based solution for simplified development and management of enterprise vocabularies to enrich search and enable discovery of enterprise data through connected and governed metadata. Its TopBraid Suite™ is a smart data services platform to help customers connect silos of data, systems and infrastructure and to build agile business applications from linked data models. TopQuadrant customers include government agencies and Fortune 1000 companies in many industries including pharmaceutical, financial services, energy and digital media.. For more information, visit http://www.topquadrant.com.